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‘God’ isn’t dead, just recast

ATLANTIC CITY — Resorts
Atlantic City, unable to make
debt payments for more than
a year, closed a deal yesterday to hand itself over to a
newly formed company
consisting of its main lenders,
including Wells Fargo.
The ownership transfer
follows Resorts’ agreement
to let its lenders have the
casino if they cancel nearly
$381 million in debt.
The new company, RAC
Atlantic City Holdings LLC,
says it wants to sell Resorts
Atlantic City, the first U.S.
casino outside Nevada, as
quickly as possible. But with
financing still extremely tight
and consumers, including
gamblers, still holding onto
their wallets, that may not
happen soon.
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BRONX — This is the last

Traces of radioactivity were released via steam leak at Indian Point nuclear power plant, but officials said there was no cause for concern. Photo by Bloomberg

A new cast with (from l.) Annie Potts, Ken Stott, Jimmy Smits & Christine Lahti pushes civilized life to the breaking point in “God of Carnage.”

speech, expressive face and offhand
delivery, he finds new bursts of hilarity
as Michael goes from pleasant to acrid.
Lahti (“Chicago Hope”) impresses,
too, especially in how she molds her voice
to great comic effect. But she lets her
character boil a bit too hot, a little too
early.
Jimmy Smits and Annie Potts take
on the parts played by Jeff Daniels and
Hope Davis: self-absorbed attorney Alan
and unhappy wealth manager Annette

HHHHH
‘God of Carnage’
Bernard B. Jacobs Theatre,
242 W. 45th St. Tickets: $66.50$116.50, (212) 239-6200

Raleigh, whose son knocks out the
Novak boy’s teeth with a stick.
Potts, best known for sunny work in

REALITY BITES
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Dolt of lightning
on ‘Dance’
“SO YOU THINK YOU CAN DANCE”
the way Cat Deeley says “January” and
“vitamins.”

WORLD/ROAD RULES CHALn “REAL
LENGE: THE RUINS”
(MTV) It was
the ﬁnale of “The Ruins” Wednesday night,
and it featured a team of veteran “tough
guys” — Derrick, Evan, Kenny, Johnny
and Susie — versus “The Challengers”
KellyAnne and Sarah. The ﬁrst obstacle in
the ﬁnal challenge involved eating bugs
and other disgusting such plates. The boys
couldn’t keep anything down. KellyAnne
and Sarah, however, were scarﬁng anten-

nae like it was “a free buffet,” according to
Evan. Surely everyone in that challenge has
had to stomach far worse in those “Real
World” hot tubs. This should have been
a breeze. NOW THAT’S GOOD TV: To psyche
themselves up for the ﬁnal challenge, Evan
and Johnny decided to burn themselves
with candle wax. “For gentlemen, scholars
and idiots,” said Evan as he poured the
hot stuff onto Johnny’s arm. Emphasis on
“idiots.”

n “BAD GIRLS CLUB”

(Oxygen) I was
trying to avoid watching/writing

about “Bad Girls Club” because I wanted
to take a stand against noise pollution.
Seriously, I don’t mind if these “bad girls”
want to get drunk, sleep around and go
clubbing every night of the week, but for
the love of my tympanic membranes, please
stop all the shouting. The producers could
put a camera in a henhouse and it would
almost be the same show, except with less
body glitter. But now that “Dancing With the
Stars” is over, I needed something new to
write about, so here we are.
Unsurprisingly, one girl named Natalie
has already punched another girl in the
face. I think it had something to do with
body glitter. Or hens. NOW THAT’S GOOD TV:
Not only is Natalie physically aggressive,
but she’s also the most decibelly (made-up
word but go with it) offensive. No inside
voice at all. On Tuesday’s episode, she
shouted about cigarettes, she shouted
about cleaning the bathroom, she shouted
about her boyfriend (who’s apparently a
cast member on “Sesame Street” — irony!)
and she shouted about how she apparently
“runs L.A.” Unless she means she enjoys an
early-morning jog in Venice Beach, I think
Schwarzenegger would beg to differ.

NUKE STEAM SCARE
BY ABBY LUBY
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS

THAT CLOUD spewing out of the
Indian Point nuclear plant last
month wasn’t a smoke signal — it
was radioactive steam.
For two days starting Nov. 2, an
estimated 600,000 gallons of boiling, radioactive water escaped
through a valve that was stuck
open in the Unit 2 reactor of the
nuclear power plant in Westchester.
The superheated water instantly turned to steam and spread out
over the lower Hudson Valley in a
cloud containing tritium, a cancer-causing radioactive isotope.
A spokesman for plant operator Entergy said the company
wasn’t concerned about the
amount of radioactivity released
into the atmosphere.

Officials: ‘Insignificant’ amounts released
“The steam was from a non-radioactive secondary system,” said
spokesman Jerry Nappi, “that contains slight amounts of tritium and
is insignificant.”
The accidental release, however, prompted an inspection from
the regional office of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
According to NRC spokesman
Neil Sheehan, the commission ordered a report from Entergy that is
due within 60 days. The report will
detail exactly what happened during the steam release.
“We will be documenting our
own findings in an inspection report covering plant activities for
the fourth quarter of 2009. It will
be due out in late January,” said
Sheehan.

According to Kevin Mangan, a
senior NRC inspector on site at Indian Point, the water was highly
pressurized at 750 pounds per
square inch before it jettisoned for
about 42 hours.
It took two days for plant owner Entergy to realize the valve was
leaking before the plant automatically shut down.
Although Entergy officials dismissed the seriousness of the incident, operations at the plant were
abruptly halted for four days.
Meanwhile, on Wednesday, a
test of several emergency sirens
that warn of an accident at Indian
Point performed poorly, according to the NRC.
There are 172 sirens within 10

miles of the Buchanan based
plant, and 37 of them failed to respond to a radio signal.
The new $30 million emergency siren system was installed last
year to alert some 300,000 residents living within a 10 mile radius if the plant has an accident.
According to the NRC, in
Wednesday’s test, one out of every
16 sirens in Putnam County failed,
rating the utility company’s performance at 78%. The NRC requires
a 90% average for emergency siren tests.
The last test for the Indian
Point sirens was in October, when
all the sirens scored perfectly.
Entergy has applied to the NRC
for a new operating license that
would keep its two reactors running for an additional 20 years.
Indian Point earns about $1
million a day for Entergy.

New bill aims to make living wage the norm, not exception
BY FRANK LOMBARDI
DAILY NEWS CITY HALL BUREAU

EVEN IF A DEAL is struck today on developing the Kingsbridge Armory into a $324-million shopping mall, the “living wage” dispute
that threatened to derail it will continue to roil
City Hall.
Under a bill introduced Wednesday in the
City Council by Oliver Koppell (D-Bronx) and
Annabel Palma (D-Bronx), developers and
others who benefit from city subsidies for their
property deals will have to pay a living wage
for the ensuing jobs that are created.
The bill would accomplish by law what
community activists and members of the
Bronx Council delegation have been trying to
impose — for the first time ever in the city — on

the Related Companies, the city-chosen developer of the long-vacant Bronx armory.
Backers of the new bill say its passage would
avoid future fights like the Kingsbridge Armory battle by making a living wage a citywide
mandate rather than targeting one developer
as a test case.
A living wage is defined as $10 an hour plus
benefits or $11.50 without benefits, as compared to the minimum wage of $7.25.
Those pushing for a living wage, as part of a
community benefits agreement with the developer, argued Related was getting “a sweetheart
deal” from the city — including $14 million in
various tax breaks and exemptions, plus a bargain $5 million purchase price for the cityowned armory.
Such taxpayer-funded largesse should be

conditioned on creating more than just marginal-income jobs in the state’s poorest borough, according to Bronx officials.
But aides to Mayor Bloomberg and representatives of the Related Companies said a
mandated living wage would kill the mall
project because potential retail tenants would
balk at paying salaries higher than regional
competitors.
A possible resolution to the impasse was
still being hammered out as of last night between the Bronx delegation and mayoral officials, with consultations with the developer.
Council members are on call for a possible
special session today to vote on zoning and
other land-use actions required for the project.
The deadline for such approvals is Monday.
flombardi@nydailynews.com

weekend to receive free H1N1
influenza vaccine at clinics,
and the Health Department is
lifting most of the remaining
restrictions on eligibility,
starting tomorrow.
This weekend, vaccine
centers will admit any New
Yorker who is at least 4 years
old, including all healthy
adults. Previously, free
vaccines were only given to
those in high risk groups. The
priority groups include
pregnant women, anyone
between 6 months and 24
years old, and adults with
chronic health conditions.
Health care workers and
those in close contact with
infants are also on the priority
list.
The Bronx vaccine center
will be at Intermediate School
127 at 1560 Purdy St. in Castle
Hill and will be open from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. tomorrow and
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Sunday.

JEROME PARK — Six
talented students from the
Celia Cruz Bronx High School
of Music will be going upstate
to participate in the All-State
concert series thanks to hard
work and a little help from
one local bank. Municipal
Credit Union donated $10,000
to fund a part of the students’
trip to Rochester later this
month for the concert series.
Celia Cruz High School of
Music is on the Walton Educational Campus, located at
2780 Reservoir Ave.
“We are delighted to help
these talented and deserving
students," commented Kam
Wong, MCU president/CEO.
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(Fox) Mollee’s Broadway routine
with Jakob (above r.) featured them as
crooks, robbers, criminals. But choreographer Joey Dowling designated Jakob
as the mastermind, which Mollee felt
was okay because she “isn’t stupid” but
deﬁnitely “not a master of con artism.”
NOW THAT’S GOOD TV: Ryan and Kathryn’s
cha-cha/Ellenore and Legacy’s “Mr. and
Mrs. Smith” routine and the “murdered
it” puns of praise it inspired/Russell
krumping in a Santa suit and losing
his shoe/cheesy Kmart commercial
featuring the dancers giving one another
creepy gifts/Kris Allen’s triangle mouth/

“Designing Women,” shows she can play
someone with an edge. Smits (“NYPD
Blue”) is an appealing actor, but his
fussy way of talking makes it sound like
he’s doing a classic. “Hamlet” this ain’t.
One of the glaring things about this
new cast is that neither duo fully
convince as couples. Some bits of
business that worked before — abusing
flowers, pitching pillows — comes off as
unnatural and, worse, unfunny.

ONLINE: Get your own ‘Jersey Shore’
nickname at
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AT A GLANCE

Joe
Dziemianowicz
od of Carnage” has run to
packed houses and was a Tony
magnet for best play, director
Matthew Warchus and actress
Marcia Gay Harden, one of its
four original stars.
But keeping a hit Broadway show
going can become something of a relay
race.
The acting baton has now been passed
to the second-string foursome, who take
their turn acting up as parents settling
their sons’ bloody playground scrape and
end up in a ferocious fight of their own.
So how’s the production holding up?
The answers range from super to so-so.
On a second viewing, French playwright Yasmina Reza’s corrosive comedy
remains at times riotously funny and
overall remarkably shallow.
The script clicks along with an easy
flow, but the message that people are
Neanderthals under their respectable
veneers — a theme deftly underlined by
Mark Thompson’s cave-inspired scenery
— emerges as all too obvious.
Ken Stott and Christine Lahti now
play salesman Michael and author
Veronica Novak, parents of the injured
kid, roles previously portrayed by James
Gandolfini and Harden.
Stott, a Scottish actor who took on the
same character in London last year, is, in
short, now the most compelling reason to
see “God of Carnage.” With his clipped
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